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SET AN INTENTION (AND A TIMER)

WITHOUT FALLING INTO PINTEREST RABBIT HOLE AND REDECORATING YOUR WHOLE HOUSE

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

WHAT TO SEARCH FOR

Put your brand vision together in 1 hour
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 Things that bring you joy. Things you loved  

       as a child or that matter to you today.

 Things you love to have around you  

       (look around. What makes you feel good).

 Things you always carry with you.

 How does your perfect home or office must  

       look like. Search for it and pin it.

 Your clothing style  

       (This is great for photoshoot inspiration)

 Colors you love: search for  

       “color pallete + [the main color you want]” or  

       “design seeds + [the main color you want]”

 Patterns or textures you like.

 Font combinations or typography + [the 

mood or style you’re going for] 

 Things people who know you say “this  

       is so you”.

 [Concept words that represent you] +  

       the word “symbol” or “image” (to get visual  

       representations instead of only quotes)

 People (real or fictional that inspire you).

 Your hobbies

Before you start pinning do this 3 simple steps. 

1. Set an intention to aproach this exercise with a curious, playful, aspirational spirit. Think beyond 

business. What colors your world in your life? This is about you as a whole amazing human being. 

Allow yourself to dream in your Pinterest board! 

2. Set a timer to 3 to 5 minutes for each topic search to get more control. You can search all topics 

or just the ones you like but try to get to as many as you can. 

3. Go to Pinterest and create a new board for your brand vision.

That’s it. You’re set to start!

Now let it sit for a moment. Then make connections between what you have on 

your board and area of expertise. What patterns come up for your brand mood? 

What colors, shapes and styles repeat? If you need a brand colors, you can 

use coolors.co to pick a color pallete from an image you like. 

Now you know what to ask for a professional helping you to create your brand 

(or what to aim for when you’re doing it for yourself). If you would like for 

clients to connect with you from the moment they land on your website and 

you want personal support to create your captivating brand, check the VIP 
Week or schedule a chat HERE.

http://yourcaptivatingbrand.com/vipweek/
http://yourcaptivatingbrand.com/vipweek/
https://laiscs.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?appointmentType=1916565
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